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Medical uncertainty and overcare -
What can the patient expect froll1 ll10dern ll1edicine?

DI: Cim~f;'a I ICODOJllell(\!,hetti
Cantonal Health qffice C?l the Canton c?l Ticino, Bellinz01ltl /Swit,zerland
]"oundation «ParaccIs I IS 7i.J(ftly»

The Swiss health care rnarh:t II/odel tends tOIIJard overuse. Supplier-induced denland
is a key j:lctor to/!,ether with the attitude, opinion and the degree c?lil?[(mnedl1ess
c?f the c01lsumer-patient. 771e prolwhility c?f losing tonsils, prostate or other o~\!,(ms

depends lllOre on the area in which onc resides rather than 011 scienttflcally hased
):/{:tors. Studies conducted by liS sll/.;,gest that as the puhlic hecomes more iJ?forrned,
the demand for medical services will decrease. A conSilII/Cl' ernpowerment could
maintain the medical pr(?kssion «lIIlder healthy pressure».

would like to start with some general considerations about the Swiss health
care system.AnlOng European countries, Switzerland has the highest per capita
health spending, estimated few 1993 at about 4000 - 4200 Sfi-.

The Swiss health care system has practically no regulatory lTrechanisrll and the
Swiss health insurance nlodel allows everyone to benefit from any so-called
«scientifically proven» diagnostic and therapeutic service. Physicians in private
practice are paid on a fee-for-service basis. Only the prices fix each service are
under conventional control, promoting the rnultiplication of rnedical services,
which is what econOlnists call supplier-induced dernand. In SUlTUllary, the Swiss
disease rnarket scene could be deflned as a systern in which:

the rllonetary costs are socialized, and
the corresponding bendlts are, by contrast, privatized.

Mar/:::et factors promoted by the legal and organisational framework III which
rnedical professionals operate therefore have a profound influence on the
appropriateness of rnedical decision making (see P(J,. 1).

Prcif(:ssicmal uncertainty is another signitlcant CrctoI' which could influence the
professional behaviour of physicians. The uncertainty related to a lack of up
dateness in medical knowledge seerns to me to be the most relevant f~lctor

influencing the appropriateness of medical decisions.

The Swiss health care market model tends toward overuse. When medical
decisions are biased by market Crctors, or are based on non-current medical
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DETCRr.lINMlfS OF PHYSICIANS' PHorESSIONAL BEHAVIOR

F\lt./: /)efen'llirlarlfs afphysiciarls' pn!fessiol7a! /'chaviollr

knowledge, they result in inappropriate prescriptions and consumption of health
services (Fig. 2).

0'1=;, ?;,=:';S;rl?TVJI J ;'11 J!J
srJI J:';IJl'.I?TlrJII

F~(?- 2: OIJerprescriptiol7 and cx(ess COHSlfI'IIplio/'l

Supplier-induced demand is a key factor in the Swiss health care mJrket scene,
in which the most performed phy seems to be the miracle of the multiplication
ofloaves and fishes. Other key factors regarding appropriate care are the attitude,
opinion and the degree ofinforrncdness of the consumer-patient.Today's health
consumer environment is not conducive to an Jctive role for the patient in his/
her relationship with the physician. This means that, naturally, the preferred
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!Vrcdical uncertainty and overcare

situation for the patient wi]] be the worst: over-consumption. Medical science
and physicians' activity are perceived by the public as the most scientific form of
activity and research, creating a sort of«car-repair agency syndrome» which is in
striking contrast to the evidence that only 10 to 20 per cent of medical
interventions arc supported by solid scientific evidence.

This year we surveyed doctor-patient relationships in Ticino and found, not
surprisingly, that two-thirds of patients have a passive role and about one-third
have a role which could be termed active (Fig. 3).

B I pwle,e 10 rNkc rile IInal selection of my treatment
alter seriously conside,'ng my doctor's opinion.

C
,pre ere that my ooclor and I sharc responSibility
for deciding wh.ch lreatmo.nt i~ best for mc.

I prefer that my doctor makes tile final decisiono about whith trealmenl will bt used, but ~rlously
considers my oponlon.

Fig. 3: Doc/or-palienl relationship

COLLABORATIVE
ROLE

17,5%

PASSIVE
ROLE

66,1%

In my view, a passive role for the patient is indicative of the worst doctor-patient
relationship model: the paternalistic onc, in which the physician acts as the patients'
guardian, always deciding what is in his or her best interest, even if the patient
does not agree. It is clear to me that this rnodel is the worst to fight against in
over-consumption, and it makes bringing the patient's views and experiences to
the centre of medical attention virtually impossible.

Consequently, the mythical and magical three to ten minutes spent in the
consulting room are, according to the editor of the British MedicalJournal, more
often a time t~·)[ a «folic adeux» relationship, in which the p,ltient adheres to the
idea that the doctor will cure him or keep death at bay, and the doctor wants to
believe that he knows more than he does. Doctors' faith in their own knowledge
is based on a Inere 10 to 20% of medical practices which are supported by
randOlnized controlled trials, according to the US qffice ofTedmoloRY Assessrnent.
In other words, 80 to 90% of medical practices lack such support.
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!vledical uncertainty and ollercare

Wide recognition of these facts by the pu bl ic is, in my view, urgent, in order to
avoid unnecessary hopes, and also to avoid a waste of resources for society.

And now some Swiss facts: First, ritual and «preven.tive» sUlxery.The prevalence of
tonsillectomy in Switzerland is three to four times higher than in France. 30 
40% of Swiss have lost their tonsils compared to a mere 10% in France. The
annual standardized incidence rate for tonsillectorny was five times higher in
Ticino than in Sweden, and theTicino rate was at least two times higher than in
other regions (it is important to point out that the lack of statistical data in
Svvitzerland does not allow the calculation ofpopulation based surgical incidence
rates for other Swiss regions or cantons).

Important international variations in standardized surgical consumption (here
for example prostatectomy, PI/I. 4) have been found, also across small areas in the
canton ofTicino.We found that these and other similar results suggest that the
probability oflosing tonsils, prostate or other organs depends more on the area
in which you reside rather than scientifically based factors.

P('{. 4: Prostateetol'l'lY rate i/1 /lario/./s places i/1 1983'

Another exarnplc of «preventivc» surgery is hysterectomy. The physician's sex
seems to be an additional uncertainty factor and could, in the case of
gynaecologists, influence the probability of a woman losing her uterus. Jn fact
Swiss female gynaecologists were found to perform about half as many
hysterectomies as lTlale gynaecologists. Upon ascertaining this, wc were happy
to ascertain that no female physicians in Switzerland are specialists in urology.

In 1()R4 wc prOllloted a public media information campaign in Ticino about
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Medical uncertainty and Ollercare

rates and needs for hysterectomyThe result was a drop of26% in hysterectornies
whereas in the reference area, "vhere no information was given to the public,
hysterectomy cltes were practically unchanged. The follow-up through 1991
has shown ~1 steadily lower hysterectomy rate for Ticino. The curve for the year
I <jt;t; suggests a further decrease in rates probably due to publication of these
results in the Lance/The results were sent for comments to allTicillo gynaecolgists
ill January, 1988.

This year we will conclude a further study regarding the consumption of seven
COIlU1101l surgical procedures by the most informed consumers acting in the
health care market: the physician-patient. In this study we compared the
consumption by physicians (considered as a gold-standard), lawyers, other
graduates and the general population.

The results showed that the standardized COllSLllllption was consistently and
significantly higher in the general population compared to the physician-patient
group (Fi;!.. 5), except in the case of appendectomy, where no differences were
f(mnd.

1\(1,. 5: Swgical prclJalcncc ra/cs in d!Dcrcnt social groups (hcrniorrhaphy and hystercctomy)

However, the surgical rates fix lawyers were similar to those of physicians. This
result is perhaps indirect evidence that physician-patient consumption can indeed
be considered as a «gold-standard». It appears that lav,ryers are regarded by the
medical profession as «special» or «risky» patients potentially in a position to
cause more legal troubles than the ordinary ones.The results of this study suggest
that as the public becomes more inforrned, the demand for medical services will
decrease.

I would like to point out that these kinds of studies, vvhich are common 1I1
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Nordic :md Anglo-Saxon countries, are perceived as unpleasant jokes by the
Swiss nledica1profession.They have been a source of unfair incitenlents against
authors and co-authors, particularly if they were physicians.

My last example will concern diagnostic screening tests and pr:.lctices. Tt is
important to stress that an excess of such practices, especially fe)r incurable or
rare diseases and for implementing doubtful and uncertain therapies, could be a
source of i lldividuaJ and social stress and a source of waste of resources for
society.The example I would like to present concerns, once again, today's mythical
«cholcsterol-saga~) (F('(. 6).

Fig. 6: «Cood IU'LIIS»

Fig. 7 shows the market share figure for the three most important groups of lipid
lowering drugs for the year 1992.

Imlil3:if~m:::·fi:·§ EXCESS DEATHS
Hr·.'1E CoA Reductase'
(Zocor . Selipram.etc.

+ 3.2':,o(P <0.08,

.' fifEiRA'rES
(GeVtIOft. Cedur. etc.)

+ 5.8"';,o(P <0.02)

OTHERS
(CoIes!yramile.

NIcOtinIc Acid. Etc.)

NO EXCESS DEATHS

Fig. 7: Lipid lowering dmgs 1992 (Tidno Ilnd Lon,{)(/rdy)
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It was very difficult to obtain this data because the infonnation is considered
«top secret». The data concerns the canton ofTicino on one hand and the nine
million inhabitants ofthe Italian region of Lorllbardy on the otheLIt is important
to point out that, for each of these two regions, the rnarket share fIgures were
exactly the same, suggesting therefore a degree of universality of the pattern on
the slide. It is astonishing to sec that 96% of the rnarket pertains to lipid lowering
drug groups that, in population controlled follow-up studies, have shown an
excess oftotal mortality in the treated groups cOJllpared with controls. By contrast
only 4% of the market share concerns drugs that have not shown such an over
1110rtality pattern in prinlary prevention studies.

I would also like to stress that the commercial advertising for IOfJastatin is based
uniquely on the lipid outcome proflles resulting from the b'XCh'L study, the
largest double-blind placebo controlled trial carried out with this agent. The
duration of the study was 48 weeks. After 48 weeks the total mortality in the
lovastatin group was about three times hZf;hcr than in the control placebo group.
The difference was at the limit of statistical significance. More troubling: of 36
deaths, 33 were cardiovascular.The ultimate goal in treating hypercholesterolaemia
is to decrease morbidity and mortality, not to achieve an ideal lipid profile.

To conclude this «cost-devilish» analysis (or, less harshly, a «cost-misdeedness»
analysis) for Switzerland, wc published it in the Journal (?l thc Ticino Medical
Association in October, 1993. Our aim (or hope) was to modity the current
Inedical attitudes regarding cholesterol drug treatment for asymptomatic persons
fiee of cardiovascular disease.

In Switzerland 1.4 million people are intervention candidates because of a high
blood cholesterol1eve1. Ifall were treated, one would on the basis of the mortality
data theoretically expect an exccss of about 6 thousand deaths after 5 years of
intervention.This not so hypothetical massacre will also cost about seven billion
Sfio. The cost of the drug «bullets» necessary to cause one excess death would,
consequently, be 1,200,000 Sfi-. If we add the known adverse side-effects of
these drugs and the psychosocial adverse effect of labelling a <<non-disease», it
seerns prudent to reconsider the present strategy for both ethical and financial
reasons (see also contribution by SKIZAIlANFK on p. 28).

We should not send millions of people who ft'cl well and are well into the battle
against one of the two hundred and forty-six suggested independent risk factors
of heart disease. In conclusion: 1 believe that the time is ripe few COnSUlller

empowerment (sec FZR. 8).

This can be brought about by launching and carrying out community health
prornotion prograrmues with the ainl ofimproving the selfmanagement (!lhcalth
and a nunc conscious acccss to rnedical care by the population. The prorllotion of a
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healthy suspicion arnong the public is also an essential step in diminishing the
widely held view that medical practice offers a service similar to that of a car
repair agency.

Consumer empowenTlent through community health promotion programmes
leads to a more active and collaborative attitude for the patient and, consequently,
to an increase of physician-patient relationships based on informative and
participative models, that are the «first choice» for an d1cctive and «adult» oriented
medical consultation,

Last but not least a wide community he;llth promotion programme aimed at
consumer empowerment could maintain the medical profession «under healthy
pressure» regarding scientifically proven health promotion matters and also
regarding more scientific and appropriate prescription practices.

This pressure could also lead to improved attitudes and updating of physici;ms'
knowledge and fllrthermore lead to a revisitation ofphysicians' demiurgic position
when [King a new, more active and informed consumer-patient,
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hcalthy suspicion among the public is also an essential step in diminishing the
widely held view that medical practice offers a service similar to that of a car
repair agency.

Consumer empowerm.ent through community health promotion programmes
leads to a more active and collaborative attitude for the patient and, consequently,
to an increase of physician-patient relationships based on informative and
participative models, that are thc «first choice» for an d1cctive ::Illd «adu It)) oriented
medical consultation.

Last but not least a wide cOl11munity he;11th promotion programme aimed at
consumer empowerment could maintain the medical profession «under healthy
pressure)) regarding scicntifically proven health promotion matters and also
regarding more scientific and appropriate prescription practices.

This pressure could also lead to improved attitudes and updating of physici,1I1s'
knowledge and furthermore lead to a revisitation ofphysicians' demiurgic position
when facing a new, more active and informed consumer-patient.
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